Abstract-Power shaving has recently been proposed to dynamically shave the power peaks of a data center with energy storage devices (ESD), such that more servers can be safely hosted. In addition to the reduction of capital investment (cap-ex), power shaving also helps cut the electricity bills (op-ex) of a data center by reducing the high utility tariffs related to peak power. However, existing work on power shaving focuses exclusively on electrical ESDs (e.g., UPS batteries) to shave the server-side power demand. In this paper, we propose TE-Shave, a generalized power shaving framework that exploits both UPS batteries and a new knob, thermal energy storage (TES) tanks equipped in many data centers. Specifically, TE-Shave utilizes stored cold water or ice to manipulate the cooling power, which accounts for 30-40 percent of the total power cost of a data center. Our extensive evaluation with real-world workload traces shows that TE-Shave saves cap-ex and op-ex up to $2,668/day and $825/day, respectively, for a data center with 17,920 servers. Even for future data centers that are projected to have more efficient cooling and thus a smaller portion of cooling power, e.g., a quarter of today's level, TE-Shave still leads to 28 percent more savings than existing work that focuses only on the server-side power. TE-Shave is also coordinated with traditional TES solutions for further reduced op-ex, and integrated with processor throttling to cap the power draw (i.e., power capping). Our hardware testbed results show that TE-Shave can improve the system performance up to 23 percent.
INTRODUCTION
A S cloud computing is gradually becoming a major paradigm in the IT industry, the increasing business demands for computing are driving data centers to rapidly increase their hosted servers. As a result, the power distribution and cooling systems in many of today's data centers have already approached their peak capacities. Since the upgrades in data center power systems can be extremely expensive (e.g., ranging in hundreds of millions of dollars) and often lag behind the required increases of hosted servers to support new business, data centers are seeking new ways to operate the existing power facilities as close as possible to their maximum capacities, such that the high capital expenses (cap-ex) of constructing new power facilities can be delayed. Meanwhile, with the rapid growth of hosted servers, the operating expenses (op-ex) have also become a serious concern for data centers. For example, the energy bills of data centers in the US are estimated to be approximately $7.4 billion in 2011 [1] . Therefore, it is important for data centers to find feasible ways to better amortize the non-recurring cap-ex and reduce the recurring op-ex.
Power over-subscription has recently been identified as an important methodology for data centers to gain a high return on their investment in power facilities. The key advantage of over-subscription is placing more servers on the power infrastructure than it can support if all the servers have their maximum power consumption at the same time.
Since it has been shown in many studies [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] that servers rarely peak simultaneously, over-subscription allows many more servers to be hosted than traditional provisioning that relies on the server nameplate power values, without the need of upgrading the power infrastructure. The power infrastructure is best utilized for a minimized cap-ex, if the power demand of a data center can be shaped approximately as a constant to eliminate any power peaks that may cause a power overload. Dynamic reduction of power peaks can also help reduce the op-ex because many utility companies charge a high tariff that is directly related to the peak power demand of a data center [6] .
Existing approaches to peak power reduction primarily rely on device throttling [7] , [8] , [9] , e.g., dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), or workload shaping by postponing delay-insensitive workloads [10] . However, either of them may cause undesired degradation of system performance. Recently, power shaving has been proposed to dynamically shave the power peaks of a data center with energy storage devices (ESD). During a power peak, the extra energy can be drawn from ESDs, and during a power valley, the remaining power budget can be used to recharge ESDs, such that the power drawn from the grid can be maintained approximately as a constant. However, existing work on power shaving [6] , [11] , [12] focuses exclusively on electrical ESDs (e.g., uninterruptible power supply (UPS) batteries) to shave the server-side power demand. Unfortunately, batteries have several major limitations. First, batteries are well known to be environmentally unfriendly and the recycling costs can be high. Second, batteries often have limited energy capacities for power shaving, because their original purpose is to temporarily handle power outages for only 5 to 10 minutes, before a diesel generator starts up. Third, power shaving needs to frequently discharge/recharge batteries, which hurts the battery lifetime and availability. Finally, the usable capacity of a battery decreases exponentially with the increase of discharge current based on Peukert's effect. Therefore, it is important to explore other energy storage methodologies for data center power shaving. Thermal energy storage (TES) tank has been equipped in many data centers [13] . It can be used to make cold water or ice at nighttime (when the power price is low) and then provide additional cooling at daytime (when the power price is high) for reduced op-ex [13] . However, existing work on TES is not designed to save cap-ex. Compared to applying TES for op-ex savings, using TES to save cap-ex has introduced two new challenges: (1) a power shaving strategy must be designed to determine, in an offline fashion, the minimum allowed power capacity for a given data center, such that the cap-ex can be significantly reduced; (2) the peak power consumption of the data center must be capped at runtime (i.e., power capping) to stay below the designed capacity, in order to avoid undesired power outages.
In this paper, we propose TE-Shave, a generalized shaving framework that exploits both UPS batteries and a new knob, TES tanks, for power shaving without performance degradation. The key novelty of TE-Shave is that it discharges the TES when the power load (instead of price) is high. As a result, TE-Shave can effectively reduce both capex and op-ex. Specifically, during a power peak, in addition to discharging UPS batteries, TE-Shave can adaptively throttle the flow rate of the chillers to reduce the cooling power. To meet the cooling requirement, TE-Shave switches to the TES for stored cold water or ice to supplement the chillers and exchange heat with the warm air returned to the computer room air conditioning (CRAC) systems. Similarly, during a power valley, TE-Shave increases the cooling power to charge the TES by making cold water or ice. By manipulating not only the server-side power but also the cooling power, TE-Shave achieves a much higher power shaving capacity than existing solutions that solely rely on electrical ESDs. Our extensive results show that TE-Shave allows a data center with 17,920 servers to save cap-ex and op-ex up to $2,668/day and $825/day, respectively. Even for future data centers projected to have more efficient cooling and thus a smaller portion of cooling power, e.g., just a quarter of today's level, TE-Shave still leads to 28 percent more savings than existing work that focuses only on the server-side power. Specifically, our major contributions are as follows:
We propose to investigate a new knob, thermal energy storage tanks, for data center power shaving. We discuss the characteristics of different kinds of TES tanks and model their impacts on data center cooling.
We design TE-Shave, a generalized power shaving framework that features different strategies to shave both cooling-side and server-side power based on the different characteristics of TES tanks and UPS batteries. We evaluate TE-Shave with real-world workload traces and show that it saves more cap-ex and op-ex than utilizing either of the two ESDs. We coordinate TE-Shave with the traditional TES solution that discharges TES tanks at daytime when the electricity price is high and recharges them at nighttime when the electricity is cheap. As a result, the data center op-ex is further reduced. We extend TE-Shave for power capping by integrating it with DVFS. We conduct experiments on a hardware testbed with SPEC CPU2006 and show that TE-Shave improves 23 percent better system performance than existing power capping solutions (e.g., [7] , [8] , [9] ). The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 presents background information about UPS batteries and TES tanks. We discuss the design of TE-Shave in Section 4, and extend TE-Shave for power capping in Section 5. We describe the evaluation methodology in Section 6, and present the experiment results in Section 7. Section 8 discusses some related issues and Section 9 is the conclusion.
RELATED WORK
It is demonstrated that provisioning the servers according to the nameplate power leads to a low utilization of the data center power facilities. Fan et al. [4] have studied the potential of safe over-subscription with real Google traces. Existing solutions on power capping (e.g., [7] , [8] , [9] ) have presented various schemes to control the data center power by DVFS to support safe over-subscription. Dynamic sizing [14] , which is designed for idle power reduction in data centers, can also be utilized for peak power reduction. However, those solutions may result in degradation of computing performance because they reduce the CPU frequency or the number of active servers, when the workloads need computing capacity the most.
Recently researchers have begun to exploit the ESDs already installed in data centers for emergency use, to develop over-subscription solutions. Govindan et al. [6] , [11] have presented power shaving algorithms that utilize the UPS batteries to minimize the op-ex and cap-ex of data centers. Kontorinis et al. [12] have explored the distributed UPS topology adopted by Google and developed a coordination scheme for power shaving at the cluster or PDU level. Aksanli et al. [15] have studied the physical characteristics of UPS batteries to more efficiently use them for power shaving. Wang et al. [16] have considered some other electrical ESDs besides batteries, such as supercapacitors (expensive), fly wheels (fast self-discharging) and compressed air energy storage (CAES) (energy inefficient). All these methods can successfully cut down the costs without performance degradation, but the efficiency is still limited by the attributes of those electrical ESDs.
As an emerging technology, TES has been equipped at I/O Data Centers' Phoenix ONE data center, Digital Realty Trust's data warehouse, the National Petascale Computing Facility, and The National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration [13] . The TES system of Intel IT at a large regional hub data center can keep working for several hours during an outage [17] . Some data centers and other buildings [18] , [19] have already been using (or suggested to use) TES tanks to store cold water or ice created at nighttime (when the power price is low) and then provide additional cooling at daytime (when the power price is high) for reduced op-ex. Guo et al. [20] have explored using TES tanks to store green energy and save the op-ex caused by the use of brown energy and network bandwidth. However, those schemes do not address power shaving or capping, and hence cannot support safe power over-subscription to save cap-ex.
BACKGROUND
In this section we briefly introduce some background information about UPS batteries and TES tanks.
UPS Batteries
Traditionally, UPS batteries are installed between the switch gear and PDUs to sustain the power supply during an outage emergency. Such a centralized deployment leads to 10-15 percent energy loss on the AC-to-DC and DC-to-AC conversion (double-conversion) [6] . Google solves this problem by distributing the UPS batteries to the server level and installing them after the power supply units of servers, such that the double-conversion loss is avoided. However, the volumetric constraint can be a critical problem for the distributed UPS [16] if a large battery capacity is required to handle a long emergency. Several recent projects have already utilized UPS batteries (e.g., Lead-acid (LA) or Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP), whose parameters are listed in Table 1 ) for power shaving [6] , [11] , [12] .
TES Tanks
Besides the UPS battery, another type of ESD is also equipped in many data centers, which is the TES tank (e.g., Google has installed TES tanks in its $300M data center in Taiwan [13] ). TES tanks are basically prepared to maintain the cooling when the chiller system fails; they usually store some cold materials, e.g., cold water or ice, which can absorb a great amount of heat dissipated by the IT equipment. The heat loss of TES tanks is 1 to 5 percent every day [21] , while ice tanks are supposed to have a faster heat loss than water tanks because of their lower temperature.
Recently TES tanks are more actively utilized to store cheap electricity in night or unstable renewable energy. Compared with UPS batteries, TES tanks cost much less but have a longer lifetime (e.g., 20-30 years [22] ), and also require less maintenance due to almost no need of replacement or special recycling technologies. When TES is discharged, we can reduce the chiller power by raising the temperature set point of the supplied water [19] , [23] , [24] , [25] and/or decreasing the flow rate of the water passing through the chiller [19] , [25] , [26] . If a cooling tower is built to cool the chiller, its power can also be adjusted based on the chiller power. One limitation is that the chiller power cannot be changed too frequently, because 3-4 minutes are needed for the temperature in a data center to achieve the steady state after the configuration of the cooling system changes [27] . Therefore, TE-Shave utilizes TES to shave long-last power peaks that cannot be effectively handled by only UPS due to its limited capacity.
There are different types of TES tanks and some of them work as buffers for the coolant, such as the water tank. Fig. 1 shows how a water tank works. When discharged, it provides part of the cold water to the CRAC, reducing the amount of cold water from the chiller and its power as well. When the data center power demand is low, the remaining power budget can be used to recharge the TES so it can be used repeatedly. Recharging the water tank requires the chiller to increase its power to produce more cold water, storing the extra part into the water tank after meeting the needs of the CRAC. The temperature difference between the cold water and the warm water can be 6 to 9 C [28] , and hence the energy density of a water tank is 25.2-37.8 kJ/kg, as the specific heat capacity of water is 4.2 kJ/(kg C). Table 2 lists the parameters of water tanks as well as ice tanks. An ice tank plays a role as another chiller besides the primary chiller of the cooling system. Instead of directly buffering the cold coolant, an ice tank melts the stored ice to absorb heat from the coolant that passes through its cooling coil during discharging; during recharging, it activates its own refrigerator to make ice rather than demanding the primary chiller of more work. The cooling efficiency, which is represented by COP (coefficient of performance), of the ice tank refrigerator is 20 percent lower than that of the primary chiller during power peaks [21] , leading to more energy consumption overall. However, the energy density of ice tank is about 336 kJ/kg, which is much larger than that of the water tank because melting ice absorbs much greater amount of heat. Therefore although an ice tank is usually more expensive than a water tank of the same size, the former can be cheaper than the latter given the same energy capacity.
DESIGN OF TE-SHAVE
In this section, we discuss how TE-Shave exploits the merits of both TES and UPS to address the limitations of each other, which significantly improves the effectiveness of power shaving. It considers the two major parts that constitute the power consumption of data centers, i.e., the server-side power (consumed by the servers and UPS) and the cooling power (consumed by the cooling system). As shown in Fig. 2 , the power for the two sides is allocated by the switch gear. It draws power from the data center level power infrastructures, including the site power substation, the transformer, the automatic transfer switch (ATS) and some on-site generators. Note that the per-watt cap-ex of those infrastructures is the same for server power and cooling power, though the power delivered to the server side is then conditioned to have better quality by other devices (e.g., UPS). On the server side, the power peaks of the power distribution units (PDUs) can be shaved by balancing the workload across the PDUs, or managing the power delivery topology between the PDUs and servers as in [29] . However, in order to implement power over-subscription at the data center level, it must be ensured that the total power drawn from the ATS never exceeds the capacities of those data center level power infrastructures. By operating the ESDs, TEShave keeps the total power drawn from the ATS (which normally comes from the utility grid) below a threshold (which is determined offline). As a result, TE-Shave can support safe power over-subscription at the data center level and flexibly shifts power between the IT equipment and the cooling system with the switch gear. In Fig. 2 , the TES can be either water or ice tanks. Though the UPS deployment in the figure is centralized, we model distributed UPS as well.
TE-Shave on Cooling Side with TES Tanks
TE-Shave benefits from cooling power shaving because TES tanks cost little investment to provide large energy capacity, which decides the size of peak that can be shaved. Over-provisioning UPS batteries is an expensive approach to increase the energy capacity. Furthermore, power shaving needs frequent discharge/recharge of ESDs, which can shorten the battery lifetime and further raise the cost. In contrast, the equipment cost of TES tanks is much lower. For example, to have 1 kWh of electrical energy capacity to be used for 10 years, a battery whose maximum depth of discharge (DoD) is 60 percent costs at least $700 [12] , while a TES tank costs at most $140 (water tank) / $72 (ice tank) when the average COP of the chiller is 5, or only $40 (water tank) / $20 (ice tank) when the average COP is 1.4 [21] . Note that TES tanks actually store thermal energy but we convert it to the equivalent electrical energy for this comparison:
In addition, TES tanks are also more friendly to the environment than the UPS batteries.
To decrease the cooling power to shave a peak, we throttle the water flow rate in the chillers to allow the reduction of chiller power. We assume the chiller power is continuously and precisely controllable, which may in fact depend on the specific devices and control knobs. Since the heat generated on the server side determines the amount of cold water needed by the CRAC, throttling the flow rate in the chiller may lead to lack of cold water. To supplement the cooling capacity, we discharge the thermal energy stored in the TES tanks (in the form of cold water or ice). Similar to UPS batteries, TES tanks must reserve some amount of the stored energy to satisfy the cooling requirement for 12 minutes when the servers run at full load but the chillers fail [17] .
In order to decide the water flow rate of TES based on the chiller power and the heat generation, we need to model the discharge/recharge operations. The discharge models of water tank and ice tank can be established in the same way, though water tanks supply cold water for cooling while ice tanks melt stored ice to absorb heat from the coolant. The real chiller power P chi is allowed to be reduced to:
where P O chi is the original chiller power if the TES is not activated; P O sum is the original total power demand (the sum of server-side power and cooling power); P T is the power threshold, so P O sum À P T is the cooling power substituted by the cold water from the TES tanks; P min chi is the minimum power consumption of the chiller. We avoid to completely turn off the chiller (though it can save more power) because of the long time overhead to resume the chiller for operation. Equation (3) derives the thermal energy flow rate TF dis (in terms of kJ/s or kW) discharged from the TES tanks:
where H ser and H other are the heat generation rates of the servers and the other devices (mainly the UPS in this paper), respectively, which are equal to their power consumptions; the function AbsorbHeat returns the amount of heat absorbed by the cold water from the chiller when its power is P chi , based on the specific cooling power model (in our evaluation, we use the cooling model described in Section 6.1). This equation means the rest of the heat dissipated by the servers and the other devices must be absorbed by the cold water from the TES tanks. We calculate the mass flow rate of water MF dis discharged out of the TES tanks as:
where SpecHeat is the specific heat capacity of water; DT is the temperature difference between warm and cold water. The recharge models of water tanks and ice tanks are different. For water tanks, the chiller is operated to produce more cold water than required by the CRAC during power valleys, and store the extra amount in the tanks. In Equation (5), P max chi is the maximum chiller power
We compute the thermal energy flow rate recharged into the water tanks with Equation (6) and calculate the recharging mass flow rate with Equation (7):
When ice tanks are employed, they use their refrigerators to make ice during power valleys by utilizing the remaining power budget, so the chiller power is not affected. We assume a constant refrigerator power for each ice tank. Both water tanks and ice tanks lose some stored energy because of the heat exchange with outside environment, but the heat loss rate is acceptable (1-5 percent per day [21] ), and can be offset by the improved cooling efficiency during the power valleys when we recharge the TES tanks (the quantitative calculation is included in our experiments). The heat loss caused by moving water out of/into the TES tanks should be negligible since the extra pipes are usually short.
TE-Shave on Server Side with UPS Batteries
Although the efficiency of TES is promising, employing it as the only ESD for power shaving still has some shortcomings. After we adjust the configuration of cooling system (e.g., the chiller power and TES output), it can take 3-4 minutes for the temperature in the data center to settle down [27] . For system stability, we do the next operation of chiller and TES no earlier than that, and thus the saved chiller power is approximately a constant between the two operations. However, the data center power demand can fluctuate during this period, resulting in transient power spikes. To handle those spikes, TE-Shave resorts to UPS due to its short reaction time (UPS needs at most several milliseconds to achieve the required power [16] ). As a result, the reaction time of the integrated solution (TE-Shave) is also short since UPS can shave the transient spikes. This is another advantage of TE-Shave over the previous usage of TES, in addition to saving not only op-ex but also cap-ex. If a data center already equips more battery capacity than really needed during an outage emergency, TE-Shave also makes use of it to enlarge the energy capacity. We set lower bounds for the UPS energy because some amount must be reserved for power outage (enough to support the full load for 1-5 minutes [6] , [12] ). The reserved amount is also affected by the DoD limit to guarantee the battery lifetime. A larger DoD leads to fewer discharge/recharge cycles, e.g., an LA battery with DoD = 20 percent can be operated for 2,800 cycles, but only 500 cycles when DoD = 80 percent [12] . TE-Shave prevents battery overuse based on the DoD.
TE-Shave can work with all kinds of UPS options. Due to space limitations, we discuss only datacenter-level centralized and server-level distributed UPS deployments (referred to as centralized UPS and distributed UPS in the rest of this paper). Although distributed UPS has better flexibility to handle frequently oscillating workloads and no double-conversion loss, every server is assigned a dedicated battery and hence the servers cannot share the battery energy with each other, while the energy stored in a centralized UPS can be shared among all servers. The volumetric constraint is another critical problem for the distributed UPS [16] .
To model the usage of centralized UPS for power shaving, we consider a scenario of two UPS devices (1 þ 1 redundancy). One of them is the main working UPS and the other is the backup, but both can be utilized for power shaving. We use configurable switches as [6] to allow the centralized UPS to share the power load out between the batteries and the power grid when a discharge is required, to avoid wasting the power budget. For the alternative distributed UPS deployment, each battery can be set on normal, discharge, or recharge mode individually as in [12] , and just enough batteries will be discharged to shave a power peak. When the batteries get a chance to recharge, the recharge rate will be limited by an upper bound, since it typically takes several hours for an exhausted battery to be fully charged [12] , [30] .
Integration of Two Sides
TE-Shave performs power shaving on both the cooling and server sides, jointly managing TES and UPS to exploit their different advantages for improved power shaving ability. Given a power demand curve and a power threshold, we calculate in every time slot how much energy should be discharged from the ESDs to cut down the power peaks if the power demand is higher than the threshold. Likewise, we analyze how much energy can be recharged into the ESDs by utilizing the remaining power budget if the power demand is lower than the threshold. Hence we have a longterm plan about the ESD usage after going through the demand curve. A violation of the threshold occurs if the stored energy is inadequate, or some UPS energy is still available but a new discharge/recharge cycle is prohibited (we restrict the DoD and the number of discharge/recharge cycles to maintain the typical battery lifetime). We begin the offline analysis with setting the power threshold equal to the original peak power; after each run through the demand curve, we gradually lower the threshold until a certain run triggers the violation, or the power budget is always fully utilized. Fig. 3 describes two integration strategies, each of which makes a long-term plan about the ESD usage using the above algorithm, and derives a power threshold (shown as the dashed line labeled TE-Shave). When a peak comes (from time point A to B in Fig. 3 ), the TES energy is discharged as the main supplement to the reduced grid power, and the transient spikes can be shaved by the UPS energy. The two strategies differ when a valley comes (from B to C): TES is recharged first in Fig. 3a while UPS is recharged first in Fig. 3b . This difference can be influential when the valley is not large enough to fully recharge the ESDs. Later when another peak comes (from C to D), the strategy recharging TES first (Fig. 3a) has no UPS energy to handle the transient spikes, and thus it has to discharge more TES energy than needed for cooling to maintain the power threshold, leading to some waste of stored energy and power budget (power shaving with only TES has this problem as well). Thus we propose to recharge UPS first in power valleys since it avoids such waste.
Optimization-Based Integration
In addition to the heuristic solutions presented in the last section, here we try to formulate power shaving with TES and UPS as an optimization problem for comparative studies. Optimization-based solutions may lead to better solution qualities, which, however, normally come at the cost of higher overheads. We now mathematically formulate the power shaving problem as follows:
where P O ðtÞ and P R ðtÞ are the original and resulted power demand, respectively. P UPS ðtÞ is the power discharged from the UPS, while a negative value denotes a recharge. DP Chill is the saved chiller power due to the usage of TES, i.e., P TES ðtÞ, and COP is the cooling power efficiency. Similar to the function AbsorbHeat discussed in Section 4.1, COP can be derived based on the cooling power model described in Section 6.1. However, such a derivation results in an optimization problem that is neither linear nor convex. In order to reduce the overhead of solving the optimization problem, we simplify the formulation by approximating COP as a constant. Such an approximation is reasonable because the variation of COP is relatively small, as discussed in [31] , which also assumes constant chiller COP.
The optimization problem is constrained by that the UPS energy, TES energy and chiller power must be kept in their allowed ranges. The energy loss is also considered as follows:
where E UPS ðtÞ and E TES ðtÞ are the energy stored in UPS and TES, respectively. L UPS is the UPS energy loss rate due to the conversion between AC and DC and the battery loss. L TES is the TES energy loss rate due to the heat exchange with the environment. Dt is the duration of a time slot.
After formulating the above linear programming optimization problem, we utilize the Matlab CVX tool to solve it, and compare the result to the heuristic TE-Shave solution proposed in the last section (i.e., recharging UPS first). For a fair comparison, we change the COP value used in the heuristic solution also to be a constant, just as we do for the optimization solution. The results show that the difference in the resulting power threshold is only about 0.02 percent, while the computation time of the optimization-based strategy is 323 times that of the heuristic solution. Therefore, the proposed heuristic solution is treated as our primary TEShave solution in the following sections.
TE-Shave for Time-Varying Electricity Price
The primary TE-Shave strategy discharges the ESDs as little as possible in the peak time and recharges them as soon as possible in the valley time. The stored energy is used conservatively to shave the peak power to the lowest level, which means the most cap-ex savings. However, the traditional way of utilizing TES tanks in data centers is to discharge them at daytime (when the electricity price is high) and recharge them at nighttime (when the price is low), to save the op-ex. Therefore, to coordinate with the traditional TES management strategy, we now extend TE-Shave to exploit the time-varying electricity price for further reduced op-ex, probably at the cost of slightly higher cap-ex (than the primary TE-Shave strategy).
To be specific, there are two existing strategies that use TES tanks to exploit the price variation. The first one discharges the TES for 6 hours at daytime (12 to 6 pm) and recharges the TES for 6 hours at nighttime (11 pm to 5 am) [21] . The second strategy is similar, which discharges the TES whenever the electricity price is high and recharges the TES whenever the price is low. Both the two solutions focus only on the op-ex, while the cap-ex may not be saved because the peak power is not considered. In fact, the peak power can be even increased if the peak arrives at nighttime, or the electricity price happens to be low in the peak time. We design TE-Shave-P, a variant of TE-Shave, for the time-varying price model. After the long-term plan of ESD usage and the power threshold are derived by TE-Shave, TE-Shave-P further adjusts them according to the electricity price. Depending on whether such adjustment is allowed to cause a higher power threshold and less cap-ex savings, TEShave-P can result in three solutions: Cap-ex Preferred forbids any change of the threshold; Cap-ex Flexible allows to raise the threshold 10 percent higher; Total-ex Preferred finds the best threshold that maximizes the sum of cap-ex savings and op-ex savings. Without violating the new threshold, the long-term plan is modified to discharge more energy from the TES in the time slots with higher prices. If an extra discharge leads to a lack of stored energy and thus causes a violation of threshold, the TES operations in the time slots with lower prices will be changed to recharge adequate energy. Such adjustment is repeated from the time slot with the highest price to the one with the lowest price.
INTEGRATION WITH DVFS FOR POWER CAPPING
In this section, we integrate TE-Shave with DVFS control for power capping instead of power shaving, and compare it with several baselines. While a power shaving strategy is usually offline and determines the capacity of power infrastructure, a power capping scheme needs to be online and ensures the power capacity will never be exceeded.
Compared with the existing power capping schemes, the major disadvantage of the ESD-based power shaving strategies is that they cannot ensure a user-defined power cap (i.e., power capping) in the real practice, especially when the power cap is lower than the lowest power threshold that can be achieved by the power shaving strategies. Power capping is important for data centers where the power infrastructure is oversubscribed for reduced cap-ex, because it provides a way for an operator to specify a power upper limit based on the capacities of the power delivery and cooling systems, in order to avoid undesired power overload or system overheating. Traditionally, data centers mainly rely on processor throttling knobs like the DVFS control to cap the power consumption [7] , [8] , [9] . Since power capping is most needed when the power demand is high, i.e., when the workload is intensive, the system performance is expected to be severely hurt by decreasing the CPU frequencies of servers at such moments.
In order to improve the performance under power capping, we integrate the ESD-based power shaving strategies (E-Shave, T-Shave and TE-Shave) with DVFS control to provide extra power budget. We set a power cap for each server by DVFS control if the lowest power threshold that can be achieved by the ESD-based power shaving strategy is higher than the data center power cap. This approach is effective for power capping and is used by [6] , [11] to work together with their UPS-based power shaving schemes. Compared to some previous studies like [12] that degrade DVFS levels when the power demand is low to speed up recharging UPS, we only degrade DVFS levels when the power demand is too high. In addition, when TES is used, our solutions can also save the cooling power to allow the servers to use more power.
Specifically, we can integrate power shaving with DVFS control in two ways: Shave-first and DVFS-first. Shave-first conducts power shaving first, achieving a new power curve that might sometimes exceed the power cap, and then dynamically controls the DVFS levels of the servers to reduce their power and enforce the power cap. In contrast, DVFS-first reduces the server power first, and then conducts power shaving based on the reduced power consumption. In order to make the shaved peak power meet the power cap, DVFS-first needs to both estimate the server power and calculate the appropriate discharge/recharge rates of ESDs, while Shave-first only needs to do the latter. The shortcoming of Shave-first is that it determines the cooling power and the usage of TES energy before determining the server power, and hence the cooling system uses more power than necessary after the server power is reduced.
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce our data center, ESDs and workloads used in the simulation, as well as the evaluation metrics. TE-Shave is compared with two baseline power shaving strategies: E-Shave and T-Shave. E-Shave utilizes only UPS batteries as the energy storage, similar to the eBuff knob in [6] (centralized UPS) and the ClustCtrl policy in [12] (distributed UPS). T-Shave exploits only TES tanks and adjusts the chiller power to realize power shaving.
Simulated Data Center
We simulate a data center hosting 17,920 servers in its 16 areas. Each area is similar to the data center modeled in [32] , i.e., hosting 1,120 HP Proliant DL360 G3 servers and four chilled-water CRAC units (each costs 10 kW to drive the fans). To simplify the air circulation modeling, we neglect the heat exchange among the areas and assume there is one chiller for each area, such that the cooling model in [32] is applicable. Based on the cooling model, the power usage effectiveness (PUE) can vary from 1.59 to 1.86, if we consider only the server-side power and the cooling-side power. Each chiller has a power capacity of 300 kW and consumes 30 kW at the lowest power-consuming state.
We compute the power of each server P ser according to the workload Uti (in terms of CPU utilization) based on a simplified linear model:
where P idle and P full are the idle power (150 W) and fullyloaded power (285 W), respectively. Those parameters are directly taken from [32] to be consistent with the cooling model from the same reference. We assume the workload is allocated evenly across all the servers as in [6] , [11] , and hence every server consumes the same amount of power. While workload balancing is not the focus of this paper, the uniform allocation is assumed to support the cooling model UniformWorkload in [32] , which needs to be modified if the data center adopts a different type of workload allocation. The total cooling load is equal to the heat generation rate of the server side, shared by the chillers and the TES. When the TES is unused, we calculate the cooling power based on the server-side power and the cooling model in [32] , where the COP decreases with the increase of cooling load, and the impact of outside ambient is considered to be negligible. Since the CRAC fans, pumps and valves must keep working whether the coolant is from the chillers or the TES, not all the cooling power can be saved by using TES tanks. Typically, the chiller power (including the power of cooling tower) accounts for 90 percent of the cooling power excluding the fan power [33] . This portion can be partially saved when the TES provides part of the coolant. In the simulation, we compute the instant cooling power and chiller power in every time slot, based on the instant server-side power, the power threshold, and the usage of TES.
We have two options for the UPS deployment: centralized and distributed. The centralized UPS (1+1 redundancy) is equipped with 12 V LA batteries, which can be fully charged in 3 hours [30] once completely drained (though not allowed), and its double-conversion loss is set to be 10 percent of the input power. The distributed UPS is equipped with 12 V LFP batteries and each UPS supports a 2U server [12] (two servers are coupled to resemble a 2U server as in [32] ). We use the maximum recharge power to minimize the recharge time (2 hours) as in [12] . The DoDs are limited at 40 percent for LA batteries and 60 percent for LFP batteries, which are the optimal values according to [12] .
We also have two options for the TES: water tank and ice tank. For water tank, the temperature difference between cold and warm water is 6 C and their trivial mixture is ignored as in [19] . For ice tank, the COP of its refrigerator is derived to be 1.12, due to its energy efficiency is 20 percent lower than that of the primary chiller in peak time [21] . We set the refrigerator power to be 31.6 W/gallon for an exhausted ice tank can be fully charged in 9 hours (usually 6-12 hours [34] ). The equipment costs of water tank and ice tank are $28.4 and $19.9 per kWh (equivalent to $0.75 and $6.33 per gallon), respectively. The prices are selected as the maximum values in their price ranges (see Table 2 ) in order to compensate for the labor cost of installation.
To facilitate the design that UPS batteries can handle the transient spikes, whose durations are shorter than the operation period of the TES tanks, we configure a longer operation period for the TES tanks (15 minutes) and a shorter one for the UPS batteries (3 minutes) in the simulation.
Workload Traces
We evaluate TE-Shave and the baselines with the power demand curves created based on the power models and the workload traces. Fig. 4 shows the four real-world workload traces used in our experiments (Google, IBM, Wiki and HTTP). Each trace records the data center utilization every 15 minutes, except for HTTP whose granularity is finer (3 minutes). Google [12] has 3-day data with typically one valley and one peak every day. IBM [8] records the utilization of 5,415 servers in a week, and we consolidate the workload and evenly distribute it onto the 1,120 servers in each area of our data center. Wiki (26-day) and HTTP (7-day) are both from Wikipedia [35] , but the latter contains more transient spikes. Since the entire IBM, Wiki and HTTP traces are too long to be clearly displayed in the figures, we only present the three days with the highest utilization, but test them for the whole lengths in the experiments. Table 3 lists the accumulated durations of shaved power peaks, given different percents of peak power need to be shaved. We can see it is impossible for IBM to shave 20 percent of the peak power because we need time to recharge the ESDs.
Cost Models
While the total cost of a data center includes expenses in various aspects (e.g., building and employee salaries), power shaving only addresses the cost of the power infrastructure (cap-ex) and the monthly electricity bills (op-ex) related to the servers, the cooling system and the energy storage, without affecting the other expenses. Hence our evaluation metrics are selected based on the cost model in [3] as follows:
where DEnergy is the daily average difference between the original energy demand and the energy demand after shaving; DPeak is the difference between the original peak power and the shaved peak power; ESD is the extra cost of the increased ESD capacities, calculated based on their typical prices and lifetimes (Tables 1 and 2) , while the TES tanks need not to be replaced because their lifetime is typically 20-30 years [22] ; Price E is the energy price ($0.05/kWh [6] , [12] ); Price P is the peak power price ($12/kW/month [6] ) charged based on the highest power peak in a month; Price I is the price of power provisioning, which is set to be $5/W here because over one third of the total cap-ex cost ($10/W to $25/W) is spent on power infrastructure [11] . The data center is assumed to be amortized over 10 years [12] .
Hybrid Testbed
As discussed in Section 5, integrating power shaving with DVFS control can improve the system performance under power capping. In order to explore how much improvement can be made by this integration, we conduct a hybrid experiment combining simulation and hardware test. A dynamic DVFS controller is implemented on a hardware testbed, while the simulation runs the power shaving and calculates the server power cap. We test four power capping strategies, i.e., DVFS, DVFS þ E, DVFS þ T and DVFS þ TE. The first one relies on solely DVFS control for power capping, while the rest three integrate DVFS control with E-Shave, T-Shave and TE-Shave, respectively. In the simulation part, we still use the four workload traces and the data center model mentioned in Section 6. The primary power infrastructure keeps the same for the four strategies; DVFS þ E employs extra LA battery capacity, and DVFS þ T and DVFS þ TE increase the size of water tanks. For the fairness of comparison, we assume their costs on the extra ESD capacities are the same. For DVFS þ T and DVFS þ TE, the water tank capacity is 232 k-gallon, which is 192 k-gallon more than the default capacity; DVFS þ E equips 14.5 kAh extra LA batteries for each of the 1 þ 1 centralized UPS, such that the three strategies cost the same on extra ESD capacities.
In our experiments, we first compare Shave-first and DVFS-first, the two approaches to integrate power shaving with DVFS control. We use simulation to derive the amount of required server power reduction averaged on the whole length of the workload trace, with Shave-first or DVFS-first. The one with a less amount of server power reduction (i.e., a higher server power cap) is supposed to have a better system performance on average. Second, we study the difference of performance degradation that can be caused by the difference between CPU intensive workload and memory intensive workload. We test four benchmarks in the SPEC CPU2006 suit on the testbed server with the power cap derived from the simulation result. Two of them (400.perlbench and 482.sphinx3) can be considered as CPU intensive workloads for their relatively higher IPCs (instructions per cycle), and the other two (429.mcf and 470.lbm) can be considered as memory intensive workloads for their relatively lower IPCs, as shown in [36] . For those experiments, we set the total power cap of the data center to be 20 percent lower than the original peak power; We also conduct another group of experiments with only the 400.perlbench benchmark but different power caps (10, 20 or 30 percent lower than the original peak power) to see their influence on the performance.
We use a DELL PowerEdge T310 server as the hardware testbed, whose AMD Opteron 6168 processor has five frequency levels (1.9, 1.5, 1.3, 1.0, and 0.8 GHz). A Wattsup Pro power meter measures the real-time testbed power, and reports to the DVFS controller every 1 second through a USB port. The DVFS controller monitors the testbed power and increases the frequency level one step a time when the testbed power is lower than the given power cap; otherwise it decreases the frequency level one step a time until the testbed power is not higher than the cap. Considering the power range of our testbed server (99-166 W) does not match the server power model in the simulation (150-285 W, which must be consistent with the cooling power model from [32] ), we convert the server power cap determined by the simulation (SPC) to be the testbed power cap: 99 þ (166-99) * (SPC À 150)/(285 À 150) W.
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we compare TE-Shave and the baselines based on the simulation results and discuss different ESD options. We also study the impacts of the power shaving strategies on the system performance when they are integrated with DVFS control for power capping. Due to the space limitations, some sections present the results with only a subset of the four traces, as the results of other traces show similar trends. The evaluations of TE-Shave-P and on time-varying electricity price are also omitted here to save space but can be found in [37] .
Integration of TES and UPS
We first evaluate whether TE-Shave can make more savings than the baselines E-Shave and T-Shave. For E-Shave and TE-Shave, the default battery capacity of each centralized UPS is 70.4 kAh (not counted in the extra battery cost). It can support the fully utilized data center for 10 minutes. In order to reduce more peak power, E-Shave may need to over-provision the battery capacity up to 640 kAh (640 kAh can sustain the full load for 128 minutes so we consider it as a large capacity). The default water tank is 40 k-gallon (reserved for emergency), but T-Shave and TE-Shave need larger TES such that the extra capacity can be used for power shaving. The heat loss rate of water tank is set to be 3 percent/day, as the common range of TES heat loss is 1-5 percent/day [21] . Fig. 5 shows the op-ex and cap-ex savings realized by the three strategies with different ESD capacities. The average PUE is 1.79, 1.78, 1.72 or 1.81 with the workload trace Google, IBM, Wiki or HTTP, respectively.
Greater ESD capacities enable saving more op-ex as expected because more peak power can be reduced. The efficacy is greater for workloads with sharp peaks like Google (Fig. 4a) , but less for workloads with flat peaks like Wiki (Fig. 4c) . On the other hand, though the peak power decreases with the increase of ESD capacity, having more batteries can make a considerable side effect on the net cap- ex savings (subtracting the extra ESD cost from the savings on power provisioning). For E-Shave with Wiki and HTTP, the 320 or 640 kAh UPS capacity leads to less cap-ex savings and total savings than 160 kAh, since the batteries are too expensive (even cost more than save, such as E-Shave with 640 kAh for Wiki). The results of TE-Shave clearly show the merits of TES tanks for their low price. For example, with Google, TE-Shave and E-Shave save 9.4-19.3 and 4.1-7.4 percent of the cap-ex, respectively, by shaving 9.5-19.6 and 4.1-18.3 percent of the peak power. T-Shave saves a little less than TE-Shave because TE-Shave also exploits the default UPS batteries and thus avoids wasting energy when shaving transient power spikes. Based on our simulation results, TE-Shave discharges 19.4 percent less energy from UPS batteries than E-Shave on average, and the battery lifetime of TE-Shave can be 2.45 times longer (according to the lifetime curve in [38] ), given the default battery capacity. TE-Shave also leads to 39.2 percent smaller discharge current on average, and hence more efficiently utilizes the batteries based on Peukert's effect.
In Section 4.3, we analyze the advantage of recharging UPS before TES in the valley time. Here we use the simulation results to confirm this analysis. We run TE-Shave with a 232 k-gallon water tank to test the four workload traces. Fig. 6 shows that recharging UPS first saves more in both op-ex and cap-ex. The most significant difference appears in the simulation with the IBM trace (Fig. 4b) , because the valleys of IBM are relatively shallow, i.e., not much power budget is available to recharge the ESDs, and thus the waste of power budget caused by recharging TES first becomes a more significant problem. For the other traces whose valleys are deeper, recharging UPS first makes more savings as well, though the differences are smaller.
Data Centers with Low PUE
Some data centers are projected to have more efficient cooling and thus a smaller portion of cooling power in the future. Consequently, manipulating only the cooling-side power consumption with TES tanks may be insufficient for power shaving of the entire data center. We simulate such changes by modifying the chiller power to be 25 or 10 percent of the original value, meaning the energy efficiency of the chiller is 4 or 10 times higher, respectively. We use the Google trace here to study the influence of highly efficient cooling on TE-Shave and the baselines. Fig. 7 shows the op-ex and cap-ex savings. For 25 percent chiller power (average PUE is 1.31), a small TES capacity is unable to support T-Shave to achieve as much savings as EShave, but T-Shave with a large TES capacity is still more profitable than E-Shave with any size of UPS capacity. For 10 percent chiller power (average PUE is 1.21), the performance of T-Shave is further limited, because the ratio of cooling power over the total power consumption is only 3-4 percent and operating the TES tanks cannot affect the power draw adequately. TE-Shave can outperform T-Shave in both cases by utilizing the UPS energy. When the chilling efficiency is 4 or 10 times higher, TE-Shave with 160 kAh UPS capacity and 232 k-gallon TES capacity can achieve 28 or 4 percent more savings, respectively, than E-Shave with 320 kAh UPS capacity. This comparison indicates that even for data centers with very low PUEs, integrating TES with UPS for power shaving is still more beneficial than investing only on the UPS batteries.
Ice Tank versus Water Tank
One disadvantage of water tanks is the relatively low energy density. If some data centers have difficulties to make space large enough to place the water tanks, the ice tanks can be more attractive to them for the high energy density (12 times water tank's energy density). However, since ice tanks lose thermal energy faster than water tanks for the lower temperature, we need a quantitative analysis to verify that ice tanks can replace the function of water tanks in TE-Shave. Here we compare the two TES options by configuring the extra ice tank capacity to be 1/12 of the extra water tank capacity. To stress the difference in their heat loss rates, we assume the water tank loses 1 percent of the stored energy per day in this experiment, and the ice tank loses 5 percent per day, since the heat loss rate of TES can be 1-5 percent every day [21] . Fig. 8 presents the simulation results with the Google and IBM traces. Although the size of the ice tank is much smaller than that of the water tank, their realized savings are almost equal. In detail, the lower heat loss rate of the water tank can help TE-Shave to achieve a slightly lower power threshold and save 1-2 percent more cap-ex cost of the power provisioning; the ice tank refrigerator can improve the overall COP to save 1-5 percent more op-ex cost, because we do not need to increase the chiller power to recharge the TES. The marginal power consumption of the chillers turns to be less energy-efficient than the ice tank refrigerator, since the chiller COP becomes worse when the power is higher. Compared with E-Shave equipped with 1 þ 1 centralized UPS and extra 90, 250 or 570 kAh of LA battery capacity, TEShave with 4 k-gallon ice tanks also saves 44, 80 or 91 percent in volume, respectively. In general, equipping ice tanks allows TE-Shave to save a large amount of space with almost the same amount of cost savings. Fig. 9 shows the simulation results with the Google and IBM traces when the data center employs distributed UPS with LFP batteries, and the battery capacity in each 2U server varies from 3.2 Ah (default capacity) to 40 Ah (maximum capacity that can be accommodated, according to [12] ). The results are similar to those in Section 7.1 because we make the centralized UPS to appropriately allocate the power load between the batteries and the power grid to avoid wasting power budget, and thus the rest power demands supplied by the batteries are the same for the two UPS topologies, given the same total power demand and budget. Hence we think the distributed UPS deployment does not affect the effectiveness of TE-Shave and its advantage over the baselines. In addition, the battery capacity of distributed UPS is strictly constrained because of the volumetric limit, which may prevent E-Shave from saving more cost when larger battery capacity is needed.
Different UPS Deployment

Hybrid Testbed Results
In this section, we first compare the results of Shave-first and DVFS-first, the two approaches integrating power shaving with DVFS control. They are evaluated in terms of the average server power reduction due to power capping, as shown in Fig. 10a . As expected, DVFS-first shows an advantage over Shave-first, regardless of the power capping strategy and the workload trace. This is because DVFS-first manipulates the cooling power according to the reduced server power consumption, while Shave-first manipulates the cooling power based on the original server power. In Fig. 10b , we can see that DVFS-first achieves the better performance, since it has a higher server power cap. Therefore we select DVFS-first to be used in the remaining experiments.
Secondly, we compare the four power capping strategies described in Section 6.4, based on the system performances achieved by them under different data center power caps (Fig. 11) . We define the performance as the ratio of the benchmark completion time with each strategy over the original completion time (when the CPU stays at the highest DVFS level). We can observe that DVFS þ E is not much better than DVFS, since the batteries are expensive and thus severely limit the energy capacity. The TES provides much larger energy capacity for T-Shave and TE-Shave, such that during the peak time less reduction of server power is needed. The higher server/testbed power cap allows the CPU to run at a higher DVFS level, and hence improves the performance. Compared with DVFS, DVFS þ TE improves the system performance up to 23 percent. Particularly, all the four strategies achieve the same performance with the IBM trace when the power cap is 20 or 30 percent lower than the original peak, and with the Wiki trace when the power cap is 30 percent lower. The reason is that for relatively flat workload traces (see Fig. 4 ), the reduced server power has to be lower than the minimum value in the original server power curve, and thus the total power demand curve becomes a horizontal line, which disables the power shaving. Fig. 12 presents the different influences of those power capping strategies on the performances of the CPU intensive workloads and the memory intensive workloads. We can observe that the performances of memory intensive workloads are less affected compared to the performances of CPU intensive workloads. This can be explained by two reasons: (1) the memory intensive workloads use the CPU less and hence need less power, so their reduction of server power would also be less than the server power reduction of the CPU intensive workloads, given the same server power cap; (2) when the performance is mainly bounded by memory accessing, the decrease of CPU speed (depending on the DVFS level) would not significantly degrade the performance.
DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss some related issues that can influence the design or effectiveness of TE-Shave, including the application of TE-Shave on reducing chiller capacities, the power usage effectiveness, and the usage of isothermal compressed air energy storage in TE-Shave.
Reduction of Chiller Capacity
In addition to the savings on the power infrastructure and electricity bills, TE-Shave can also employ smaller chillers to save more cap-ex. This is because the chiller capacity is determined by the peak cooling load, which is equal to the peak server-side power if TES is not involved. If part of the cooling load can be handled by TES during the peak time, it means the peak cooling load for the chiller becomes less, and thus the chiller capacity can be reduced (which means additional cap-ex savings). This merit cannot be provided by those electrical ESDs. A side effect of reducing the chiller capacity is that the TES may not be able to get recharged as soon as before if the chiller is needed for recharging (such as for a water tank). Therefore, there might be less stored energy to shave the power peaks, making the resulted peak power not as low as before, and thus the cost savings of the power infrastructure and the electricity bills can be less (i.e., the reduction of chiller capacity can cause additional costs).
To compare the additional savings and the additional costs, we conduct some simulations with the Google trace. In the simulation without power shaving, we find that the maximum chiller power is 235 kW, which occurs when the workload demand peaks. To see how much chiller capacity can be reduced by applying TE-Shave, we gradually decrease the chiller capacity from 235 to 150 kW, and obtain the changes of peak power reduction from the simulations. As shown in Fig. 13a , the amount of peak power reduction gradually falls with the decreasing of chiller capacity. When the TES capacity is 88 k-gallons (the curve marked as TES 1), the chiller capacity cannot be less than 200 kW; otherwise the cooling system will fail to completely handle the cooling load of the data center. When the TES capacity is larger, e.g., 136 or 232 k-gallons (for TES 2 or 3), the minimum chiller capacity can be pushed to 180 or 160 kW, respectively.
In order to further save the total cost, we need to have more additional savings than the additional costs. The chiller price surely makes a difference here, as a higher chiller price means more savings can be gained by reducing the chiller capacity. For a data center to equip a chiller, the price is considered to be $3 for each watt of IT power in [39] , which is equivalent to about $4 for each watt of chiller capacity in our simulated data center. Considering some data centers may have more cost-efficient chillers, we also study the cases when the chiller price is $3, $2 or $1 per watt. Fig. 13b shows the additional savings with the four chiller prices and the additional costs with the three TES capacities. We can observe that when the chiller price is $1/W, the data center cannot achieve savings by reducing the chiller capacity if its TES is 88 k-gallons (TES 1), but can make more profits with a larger TES capacity, e.g., 232 k-gallons (TES 3). When the chiller price is $4/W, reducing the chiller capacity is most profitable, and TE-Shave can create up to $987/day more savings (achieved with TES 3 when the chiller capacity is reduced to 170 kW; the additional cost is $153/day and the additional saving is $1140/ day). It is equivalent to 28 percent of the total cost savings without the reduction of chiller capacity.
Power Usage Effectiveness
As shown by the experiment results in Section 7.2, the advantage of TE-Shave over the baseline E-Shave is less when the data center has a higher cooling efficiency or a lower PUE. Hence it seems TE-Shave would be unnecessary for such a data center. Nonetheless, is it really practical for existing data centers to guarantee such low PUEs?
Some data centers recently reported that they reached a low PUE, e.g., Google claims their annual average PUE is only 1.12, benefiting from their highly customized cooling systems that draw cold water directly from rivers or seas for free cooling and other special facilities [40] . However, due to various constraints such as location and climate, a PUE around 2.0 is still common to most existing commercial or governmental data centers. For example, according to the Uptime Institute [41] , the average PUE for data centers worldwide is between 1.8 and 1.9 in 2012. Digital Realty Trust's survey in 2012 [42] also shows that the average reported PUEs in North America and Europe are 2.8 and 2.61, respectively. Therefore, despite that a much lower PUE has been shown to be possible in a few experimental data centers with highly customized cooling systems, it is unrealistic to assume that most existing data centers would significantly improve their PUEs in a few years, if they are not located at riverside or seaside, or equipped with highly customized cooling facilities.
Even for those data centers with relatively low annual average PUEs, the chiller power can still account for a significant proportion of the total data center power during the hot months. We briefly analyze the impact of ambient temperature on the chiller power with the traces from NOAA [43] , which contains the monthly average temperature of each state in the US from 1971 to 2000. We select the data for Washington and Texas, the two states with the lowest and highest peak temperatures (19 and 28 C), respectively. In our simulated data center, the chiller power accounts for about 28 percent of the total power when the server utilization is 50 percent . Since the chiller power model is unaware of the ambient temperature, here we assume the default ambient temperature is 25 C. According to [44] , the chiller power can increase by 34.4-57 percent when the ambient temperature decreases by 12 C. We take the mean value in the range (45.7 percent), and assume the change of chiller power is linearly related to the ambient temperature, and thus equal to 45.7 percent/12 = 3.8 percent per degree. The variation of chiller power in the two states during a year is summarized in Table 4 . Note that the highest power peak can occur any time of a year, including both January and July. Therefore, in order to guarantee the power safety of a data center, the power infrastructure has to be provisioned based on the peak power consumption in July when the highest cooling capacity is needed. As a result, the cap-ex of the data center power infrastructure is mainly determined by the data in July.
Compressed Air Energy Storage
Although only UPS batteries and TES tanks are particularly studied in this paper as the ESDs for TE-Shave, actually some other ESD technologies can be utilized as well, such as the supercapacitor, fly wheel and compressed air energy storage. While those three are all used as electrical ESDs in [16] , here we discuss a new technology of CAES, which can be utilized as both an electrical ESD and a thermal ESD by TE-Shave. This recently developed technology called isothermal CAES (or ICAES) [45] mixes air with water spray in its storage device. When the air is compressed to store energy, the heat is transferred from the air to the water, as water has a large specific heat capacity. Thus the air temperature can be almost maintained unchanged to avoid losing energy to the outside environment via heat exchange. When decompressed, the air absorbs heat from the water and hence restores the energy.
This new trait of ICAES not only improves the energy efficiency of an electrical ESD, but also makes it possible to use ICAES as a thermal ESD. During a power valley, we can store cool air in the ICAES before compressing it to store energy. During a power valley, after the air is decompressed to discharge power, the air should be still cool and can be used for cooling if there are some ancillary devices that can draw and dry the air. Therefore, for those data centers that equip ICAES, applying TE-Shave to exploit both the electrical and thermal energy capacities of ICAES is more efficient than using it as a pure electrical ESD in the traditional way. Compared to the UPS batteries, ICAES is more cost-efficient for the same amount of energy capacity [45]; compared to the TES tanks which can only help manipulate the cooling power, ICAES can be used to adjust both the server-side power and the cooling power. Although ICAES cannot handle transient power spikes like the UPS or provide a large thermal energy capacity like the TES, it should be still beneficial to utilize ICAES as a third type of ESD in TE-Shave.
CONCLUSION
Existing work on power shaving focuses exclusively on electrical energy storage devices (e.g., UPS batteries) to shave the server-side power demand. In this paper, we have presented a novel power shaving framework, TE- Shave, which exploits both UPS and a new knob, thermal energy storage tanks equipped in many data centers. Specifically, TE-Shave utilizes stored cold water or ice to manipulate the cooling power, which accounts for 30-40 percent of the total power cost of a data center. Our extensive evaluation with real-world workload traces shows that TE-Shave saves cap-ex and op-ex up to $2,668/day and $825/day, respectively, for a data center with 17,920 servers. Even for future data centers that are projected to have more efficient cooling and thus a smaller portion of cooling power, e.g., just a quarter of today's level, TE-Shave still leads to 28 percent more cost savings than existing work that focuses only on the server-side power. TE-Shave is coordinated with the traditional TES solutions to take advantage of the price differences in the time-varying electricity market for further reduced op-ex. When integrated with DVFS to cap the peak power demand (i.e., power capping), TE-Shave can improve the system performance up to 23 percent as shown by our hybrid testbed results.
